
CHARACTER GENERATOR WORKSHEET

STEP 1: APPEARANCE
Fill in the blanks below in as much detail as you can. Once complete, go over the list and 
choose a maximum of 5 elements that are the most unique about your characters. These are 
the key words you will use to describe your character in their bio and in the screenplay.

AGE:

HEIGHT:

WEIGHT:

HAIR:

PERSONAL STYLE:

FAVORITE COLOR:

FLAWS:

PIERCINGS/TATTOOS:

OTHER:

Note: Unless it is important to the story, I wouldn’t mention things like race in your character 
description as it’s unlikely you will have any control over who is cast in your film.

STEP 2: PERSONALITY
Using the key “attribute” you assigned to your character last week, we are going to expand on it 
by answering the questions below. Again, go into as much detail as possible! If you are 
developing a character not included in the mock logline, give them a key attribute before 
beginning.

KEY ATTRIBUTE:

Why is your character like that?

What matters most to your character?



Give your character a positive & negative trait. Where do they stem from?

Describe the perfect day for your character.

What is the education level of your character? How do they feel about that?

What makes your character mad? What makes them happy?

What is your character scared of? Why? 

What are your character’s dreams?

Early bird or Night Owl?

Does your character prefer a life of routine or spontaneity?



How would your character describe themselves? How would others describe them?

Give your characters a signature “move” or “gesture”.

What would your character do with a million dollars?

Is family important to your character? Explain why or why not.

Where does your character fall on a moral scale?

What is your character’s attitude to life?

Give your character a weakness and strength.



STEP 3: BACKSTORY

To determine your characters backstory we are going to figure out a few keys events that 
occurred to them in their life before the events of your screenplay. These should be things 
that helped shape them into who they are (ex: a parent’s divorce, moving to a new city, the 
death of a loved one…etc.).

CHILDHOOD

TEEN YEARS

ADULTHOOD

STEP 4: RELATIONSHIPS
Write a quick blurb for all the important relationships your character has both in the past 
and present. Tell us the nature of the relationship (positive or negative) and why it is that 
way.  Try to write up at least three.

RELATIONSHIP #1:

RELATIONSHIP #2:

RELATIONSHIP #3:



STEP 5: VOICE
Fill in the form below in detail to determine your characters individual voice. 
Be as creative as you can.

NATIVE LANGUAGE:

ACCENT:

EDUCATION LEVEL:

SLANG:

HUMOR:

IMPERFECTIONS:

FREQUENCY:

COMMON PHRASE:

Test out your characters voice by filling our out “Character Interview” worksheet.

STEP 6: INTERNAL CONFLICT

Draw from your characters backstory to determine what their fears are. What struggles 
will they have to overcome over the course of your screenplay? Try to come up with 3 – 
6 conflicts, most small and 1 or 2 big ones (hint: those are the ones they will 
overcome!). Be sure to include where this conflict originates from.

CONFLICT #1:

CONFLICT #2:

CONFLICT #3:

CONFLICT #4:

CONFLICT #5:

CONFLICT #6:



STEP 7: CHARACTER BIOS
Use the information from this worksheet to write up a 1 – 2 paragraph bio for your character. It 
should give us an idea of their appearance, personality, backstory, relationships, conflict and 
voice.
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